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Marcus Grönholm
We had an clean run if not an good run. For me, it would have been better to start the rally today, because
yesterday everything went wrong. But now, we’re slowly coming up to speed on the stages. No major changes
except for The breaks now for the second loop. They went soft towards the end on the last stage. Now we start to
enjoy ourselves as the plan was for this start. That and to set reasonable stage times.
Sebastien Ogier
It was tough with my motivation this morning but after that I manage to find some more motivation. We just have
to take all this kilometers as a good test for this car so we could make it go more perfect.
After that we had a good loop and I really enjoyed Vargåsen, it is a beautiful stage. We don’t have so much strategy
after this- since we’re not in any fight. Afternoon could be difficult.
Jari-Matti Latvala
We did a great first stage this morning. I remember this stage very good and we had such good pacenotes in there.
On the next one I did a mistake and lost some time there,but that’s okay.
I’m now discussing with my engineers that I’m struggling on the technical parts of the stages. If it’s fast flowing
sections, I’m good but we lose some time on the other parts of the stage- so we have to change the differentials a
bit and see if this helps. All this is now to improve for the Powestage tomorrow- since this is very technical. It’s now
very important.
Kris Meeke
Now it feels like my driving style from the old Super 1600-car days (big laughter!!!)Today it’s been quite good. I was
a little bit disappointed to lose my road position from yesterday at the last stage, but it looks like we’re in the
position to fight for the podium. Thierry has been a little bit quicker on the Vargåasen stage than us, but it all
depends on what the weather are going to be like in the afternoon. If the stages are going to melt more, then the
car behind are going faster and faster.
The car feels good and it’s only me that had to improve my driving. To be fighting with Thierry here in Sweden were
normally he has been better is quite okey. Ott is also doing a better job than me in the same car, so then it’s up to
me. But I’m enjoying myself here.

